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List of Known keywords

Keyword/trigger and their effects

NOAI Overrides your A.I. setting so it does not scan current message for
keywords, useful when specifying forfeits with another player.

Important: Flag a message that need to be seen by a Mod - Only use if really
important…

May I cum? Either permitted or not. If not, denied for up to 24 hours

at your mercy
You should not use this when denied or in chastity, as it is the same as
asking to cum after edging but with various responses. So if not
allowed you will always get the same response. So try it when you
have the opportunity to cum. I.e. NOT in denial or in chastity

play cards Starts the card game where you can gamble with mood points.
Bet 10 Only works in the card game. Enters your bet and starts the game
Hardcore mode:1 Sets hardcore mode for 1 hour, unless you define “1 day”.

Get card Gets a random card - can be anytime but best in multiplayer game
mode.

flip coin Flips a coin 50% chance
Get random10 Gets random number between 1 and 10
gamble denial Draws a card, if you are lucky may get time taken away from denial
gamble chastity Draws a card, if you are lucky may get time taken away from chastity
bet chastity Propose you to use the commands “bet days” or “bet hours”

bet days A card is drawn : 1-6 : +3 days of chastity, 7-9 no change, 10 and
figures: -3 days

bet hours Like “bet days”, but only 3 hours are added/removed

Get team cards Draws a random card for all in the game and show the loser and
remaining items of clothing.

shock or cum Attach your controlled estim device and you will randomly either be
shocked or be allowed to cum

Show Limits Display your limits (to everyone if in game mode) - handy for setting a
forfeit at start of strip game.

Holiday start Start holiday mode - You will not get automatic mood changes or
weekly tasks, and you should NOT be performing tasks in this mode

Holiday stop Stop holiday mode

Target Mood X
Forces the slave to get mood to at least X when system checks again in
24 hours time. X cant be less than current mood and cant be > 90.
Example Target Mood 60. If mood target has not been reached, mood
will drop to zero

Trip start Start trip mode - As holiday mode but will get tasks that can be
completed if possible

Trip stop Stop trip mode
Game stop Stop game mode where your pictures and messages are shared

Join game: GAMECODE
Joins a team game. You will get a GAMECODE in brackets when you
play the strip card game, sending this code to a 3rd player allows for 3
people to play at once 

Roll dice Mistress Jennifer rolls the dice for a game where you have a chance to
cum. It will cost you though!

Get dice Mistress Rolls a D6 dice and announces the result in the team game
you are in.
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Exit task When used, you’ll be instructed to wait for Mistress Jennifer’s decision
concerning you leaving the program.

countdown:[Text]:[time] Sets a countdown timer with title [Text] for [Time] minutes.
camtest tests the webcam is working
buy toy Once you have it, you will be asked prove it and and say “Got toy”.
how do I look? This will show the current keyimage of you and your crush.

today I feel lucky
You might not be ;) ? Note: You might also ask any of the other doms to
challenge your luck. Try “Today I feel lucky, Mistress Natasha” if you
are with Jennifer or James to directly adress Mistress Natasha.

faproulette Will draw 3 Numbers for faproulette, and take a picture at each stage
show points This will display your status from the Earn Freedom task
am I locked? Checks your chastity status
am I denied? Checks your denied status
when will I be allowed to cum Mistress/Master may or may not reveal the sentance time
when will I be out of chastity Mistress/Master may or may not reveal the sentance time

Set random min tasks

Set a minimum number of tasks to do next month (between 2 and 11,
or higher in hardcore mode) and lock your settings until the 1st of the
next month. If settings are already locked, the value will only change if
it is higher than the current one. (The tasks are currently not resetted
properly at the end of the month, so you might end up with the
minimum set for two months.)

random chastity:80
Will set (and lock) the min hours you need to do chastity per month to
be a random number between your current min and the value specified
(80 hours in this case)

buyback min hour
Will reduce your monthly chastity min by an hour if you have the 10
mood to spend (can run as many times as you like while have mood >
10)

With another player

user denial
Adds time to another users denial e.g. “user denial hotbody:2 hours”
will add 2 hours denial to user hotbody - but watch out it also add the
time to you!

give mood
Gives a specified number of mood points to another user e.g. “give
mood hotbody:20” will remove 20 mood points from you and add them
to user hotbody. You can't give more mood points than you have.

msg USERNAME:Message text Sends a message to USERNAME. Note You can't use with the NOAI
keyword and your message should not include any extra “:”.

broadcast:Message text Displays a message to all online uses for 3 min.

broadcast:image number Displays a picture to all online uses for 3 min. (Right click on the image
you want to bradcast for getting the image numer)

question:[Question] Displays [Question] with yes and no buttons till at least 1 online users
respond. Each vote is recorded in both peoples msg stream.

question:[1-9]:[Question]
Displays [Question] with yes and no buttons till at least specified users
have responded with yes or at least specified users have responded
with no ( e.g. if number is 4, will stop only when 4 people have said
yes or no, not say 2 of each).

Most Keywords are not caps sensitive.
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External mistresses can also use the following keywords (some of these may work for users or in team
games as well e.g. if you wish to inform Jennifer that you are locked in chastity for 2 days) do..

set chastity: 2 days (value can be anything but will not set if less than current value)
set chastity: 2 hours
set denial: 2 hours
set mood: 23 (mood can only be reduced for now)
add chastity: 2 days (this will add another 2 days to any existing sentence)
add chastity: 2 hours (this will add another 2 hours and so on to any existing sentence)
add denial: 2 days (same deal)
add denial: 2 hours
add wtasks:x Adds x tasks to min required weekly amount
add mtasks:x Adds x tasks to min required monthly amount
lock limits:x Locks limits for x days (if current lock less than that)

External mistresses can also trigger remote devices or take pictures - In time external mistresses will
be able to be validated (so know not the same person as sub) allowing greater control e.g. raising
mood levels or reducing chastity.
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